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The Stanislaskis: an unforgettable family
saga by #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts Landlocked in
Manhattan, rugged seaman Zack Muldoon
needed a tough, no-nonsense lawyer to save
his kid brother's delinquent hide. Public
defender Rachel Stanislaski was not what he
had in mind—until he discovered there was a
lot more to the beautiful, coolheaded
attorney than met the eye...and found
himself falling for her, hook, line and sinker.
Contains two volumes previously published
individually.
Entreated by her estranged twin sister, Lana,
to impersonate her for two days in order to
save her life, Kait learns that Lana has many
dangerous secrets and enemies, including a
mysteriously seductive husband. 50,000 first
printing.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER • In Lauren Layne’s
sizzling Sex, Love & Stiletto series, New
York’s hottest “sexpert” has been living a
lie—and it’s up to one man to keep her
honest . . . all night long. Riley McKenna
knows sex—good sex, bad sex, kinky sex. Her
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articles in Stiletto magazine are the
publication’s most scandalous—and the most
read. But when Stiletto’s fiftieth anniversary
issue requires her column to get a lot more
personal, Riley is forced to confront a longhidden secret: Her own sexual experience is
limited to one awkward college encounter.
Now Riley is about to call in the favor of a
lifetime from the one man who’s always held
her heart. Sam Compton knows two things
about Riley McKenna: She’s the only woman
for him. But as his best friend’s little sister,
she’s also completely off-limits. Sam
shouldn’t even consider her proposition: to
have a one-night stand in the name of
research. But the thought of another man
putting his hands on Riley is more than Sam
can handle, and soon he’s agreeing to one
night with New York’s resident sexpot. But
Riley’s full of surprises, and what starts as
“one time only” soon becomes “just one
more time.” And then one more. And before
they know it, Riley and Sam learn firsthand
that when it comes to love, there’s no such
thing as just one night. Praise for Just One
Night “Sexy, sassy, and surprisingly sweet,
Lauren Layne’s Just One Night is a total pageturner! The intimate scenes with Riley and
Sam left me breathless and there was a lump
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in my throat at the end. A fabulous addition
to the Sex, Love and Stiletto series!”—New
York Times bestselling author Donna Alward
“Lauren Layne’s Sex, Love & Stiletto series is
fun, sexy, and sharp as a spike heel.”—USA
Today bestselling author Ruthie Knox Lauren
Layne’s New York Times bestselling Oxford
Novel series can be read in any order:
IRRESISTIBLY YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE
SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU WERE
TROUBLE I THINK I LOVE YOU Don’t miss any
of Lauren Layne’s hot reads: The Love
Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD
GIRL | LOVE STORY | WALK OF SHAME | AN EX
FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex, Love & Stiletto
series: AFTER THE KISS | LOVE THE ONE
YOU’RE WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE
TROUBLE WITH LOVE The Redemption series:
ISN’T SHE LOVELY | BROKEN | CRUSHED The I
Do, I Don’t series: READY TO RUN | RUNAWAY
GROOM Includes a special message from the
editor, as well as excerpts from other
Loveswept titles.
Taming Natasha
Officer Off Limits
Asa
Fatal Jeopardy
Just One Night
Enjoy the final book in the reader-favorite Stanislaskis series
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from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts.
Kate Stanislaski Kimball is done with glamour and fame; she
has come home to make a fresh start. The only thing more
perfect than the beautiful—dilapidated—building she’s bought
for her new dance school is Brody O’Connell, the frustrating
and surprisingly fascinating contractor she’s hired for the
renovation. As a single father, Brody is determined to resist
Kate’s effortless allure. But how long can a man hold out
against his own heart? Originally published in 2001.
Passionate, proud and hopelessly romantic, the Stanislaskis
are a family you won’t soon forget! Waiting For Nick
Frederica Kimball had been waiting all her life...waiting to
grow up...waiting forever for the day when Nicholas LeBeck
would fall as desperately in love with her as she had always
been with him. Nick didn't know what had hit him. Sweet,
adorable Freddie, whom he'd always loved like a kid sister,
was suddenly all woman. And his feelings for her were
anything but brotherly! Considering Kate Kate Stanislaski
Kimball had turned her back on glamour and fame, and she'd
come home to begin a new life. The only thing more perfect
than the beautiful — dilapidated — building she'd bought for her
new dance school was Brody O'Connell, the frustrating and
surprisingly fascinating contractor she'd hired for the
renovation. But Brody was determined to resist Kate's
effortless allure. She was Natasha Stanislaski's pampered,
perfect daughter, after all. Still, every fibre of his being longed
to make her his....
Glen Duncan delivers a powerful, sexy new version of the
werewolf legend, a riveting and monstrous thriller--with a
profoundly human heart. Jake Marlowe is the last werewolf.
Now just over 200 years old, Jake has an insatiable
appreciation for good scotch, books, and the pleasures of the
flesh, with a voracious libido and a hunger for meat that
drives him crazy each full moon. Although he is physically
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healthy, Jake has slipped into a deep existential crisis,
considering taking his own life and ending a legend that has
lived for thousands of years. But there are two dangerous
groups--one new, one ancient--with reasons of their own for
wanting Jake very much alive.
Beloved #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
is back with three more classic novels in her cherished
Stanislaski family saga. CONVINCING ALEX When Alex
Stanislaski mistakenly arrested daringly bold soap—opera
writer Bess McKnee for soliciting, she decided the sexy
detective was absolutely perfect—for her research and for
herself. Now all she had to do was convince him she was
right…. WAITING FOR NICK Frederica Kimball had been
waiting all her life—waiting to grow up, and waiting for the day
when Nicholas LeBeck would fall as desperately in love with
her as she'd always been with him. Nick had forever loved
Freddie like a kid sister, but now he was seeing her in a
different light, and she was making him feel things no brother
ought to feel. The waiting was over, but the wanting had just
begun…. CONSIDERING KATE Kate Stanislaski Kimball had
turned her back on glamour and fame, and she'd come home
to begin a new life. The only thing more perfect than the
beautiful—dilapidated—building she'd bought for her new dance
school was Brody O'Connell, the frustrating and surprisingly
fascinating contractor she'd hired for the renovation. But
Brody was determined to resist Kate's effortless allure. She
was Natasha Stanislaski's pampered, perfect daughter, after
all. Still, every fiber of his being longed to make her his….
& Considering Kate
Made for You
Chasing Destiny
Considering Kate
The Stanislaski Sisters
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Alexei Rastov is the most vile, evil, despicable man in the
world...And my father tried to force me to marry
him.Dragged down the aisle, I prayed to God, to anyone, to
save me from a lifetime of cruelty and abuse.Then he
came... a force of nature...Disrupting the ceremony with a
storm of gunfire and death.Massive, powerful, and
handsome, the enemy of my enemy has promised me his
protection if I agree to give myself to him.But sometimes
the devil you know is safer than the dark angel who wants
you in his bed...
In this powerful novel set in contemporary Kandahar, an
Afghan woman approaches an American military base to
demand the return of her brother's body. At a stark outpost
in the Kandahar mountain range, a team of American
soldiers watches a young Afghan woman approach. She
has come to beg for the return of her brother's body. The
camp's tense, claustrophobic atmosphere comes to a boil as
the men argue about what to do next. Taking its cue from
the Antigone myth, this significant, eloquent novel recreates the chaos, intensity, and immediacy of war, and
conveys the inevitable repercussions felt by the soldiers
and their families--especially one sister.
Don’t miss the next book in the classic Stanislaskis series
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts.
Frederica Kimball has three goals now that she’s moved to
New York City: find her own place, become a Broadway
lyricist and get Nick LeBeck to fall desperately in love
with her. Though Nick has always treated Freddie like a
little sister, he can’t help but notice the strong, passionate
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and head-to-toe-gorgeous woman now standing in her
place. Perhaps everything he’s ever wanted is closer than
he could have imagined… Originally published in 1997.
Waiting For Nick/Considering KateHarperCollins
Australia
Bright Stars
A Forever Kind of Love
Once More with Feeling and Opposites Attract: A 2-in-1
Collection
A Marked Men Novel
Washington, D.C. Police Lieutenant Sam Holland and
her husband, U.S. Senator Nick Cappuano, have been
looking forward to a quiet Thanksgiving with their son.
But any thoughts of a restful holiday are dashed when
Sam and Nick return home to a gruesome scene: her
seventeen-year-old niece Brooke, barely conscious and
covered in blood on their front stoop. With lines between
personal and professional blurring in this emotionally
charged, deeply personal case, Sam is relying on Nick
more than ever for support. But when suspicious images
from the night in question appear on social media, Sam
begins to wonder if her niece is telling her everything she
knows about what really happened. And when Nick
questions her tactics—and her ethics—as she races
against the clock, Sam will need to decide how far she’s
willing to go to prove Brooke is a victim, not a murderer.
Considering Kate: Kate Stanislaski Kimball had come
home to begin a new life. The only thing more perfect
than the beautiful--dilapidated--building she'd bought for
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her new dance school was Brody O'Connell, the
frustrating, surprisingly fascinating contractor she'd hired
for the renovation. But Brody was determined to resist
her effortless allure.
Fredericka Kimball goes to New York in pursuit of
Nicholas Beck, whom she has loved for years, and Kate
Stanislaski Kimball finds herself falling for Brady
O'Connell, the contractor who is renovating her new
dance school.
The Stanislaskis: an unforgettable family saga by #1
New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
Nothing in Sydney Hayward's background of wealth and
privilege prepared her to take the helm of her family's
corporation, and her new responsibilities left no room for
complications. Mikhail Stanislaski was definitely a
complication. Earthy and entirely masculine, Mikhail
came from a world utterly different from her own. But the
way she felt when he put his strong, work-hardened
hands on her was wreaking havoc with Sydney's resolve.
Chasing Passion: Falling for Rachel\Convincing Alex
Keeping Secrets
Convincing Alex\Waiting for Nick\Considering Kate
Luring a Lady
Mikhail and Alex

Some mistakes are worth making... Lauren Layne's Best
Mistake series continues with MADE FOR YOU. When
the Wrong Guy is Oh-So-Right Will Thatcher is exactly
the type of sexy playboy good girls like Brynn have
always avoided. And yet there was still something about
him she just couldn't resist. When Will moved across the
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country three years ago, Brynn vowed it was time to put
him behind her. She never thought Will might have
other plans . . . Back in town, Will intends to get what
he's always wanted-gorgeous, unforgettable Brynn. For
years, he tormented the untouchable ice princess in a
desperate bid for her attention. Now he has a new plan,
and he'll do anything to rewrite their stormy past. This
time, he's out to show Brynn that the imperfect man
might be the best mistake of her life . . .
The competition is fierce—and passionate—between
musicians and athletes in Bright Stars, a two-novel
collection from #1 New York Times bestselling
phenomenon Nora Roberts...
From award-winning author, Ilona Andrews, an all-new
novel set in the New York Times #1 bestselling Kate
Daniels World and featuring Julie Lennart-Olsen, Kate
and Curran's ward. Atlanta was always a dangerous
city. Now, as waves of magic and technology compete for
supremacy, it’s a place caught in a slow apocalypse,
where monsters spawn among the crumbling
skyscrapers and supernatural factions struggle for
power and survival. Eight years ago, Julie Lennart left
Atlanta to find out who she was. Now she’s back with a
new face, a new magic, and a new name—Aurelia
Ryder—drawn by the urgent need to protect the family
she left behind. An ancient power is stalking her adopted
mother, Kate Daniels, an enemy unlike any other, and a
string of horrifying murders is its opening gambit. If
Aurelia’s true identity is discovered, those closest to her
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will die. So her plan is simple: get in, solve the murders,
prevent the prophecy from being fulfilled, and get out
without being recognized. She expected danger, but she
never anticipated that the only man she'd ever loved
could threaten everything. One small misstep could lead
to disaster. But for Aurelia, facing disaster is easy; it’s
relationships that are hard.
The New York Times bestselling he-said/she-said rock
n’ roll romance that inspired the motion picture starring
Michael Cera (Juno, Arrested Development) and Kat
Dennings (Thor, TV’s 2 Broke Girls)! "I know this is
going to sound strange, but would you mind being my
girlfriend for the next five minutes?" Nick frequents
New York's indie rock scene nursing a broken heart.
Norah is questioning all of her assumptions about the
world. They have nothing in common except for their
taste in music, until a chance encounter leads to an allnight quest to find a legendary band's secret show and
ends up becoming a first date that could change both
their lives. Co-written by Rachel Cohn and David
Levithan, co-author of WILL GRAYSON, WILL
GRAYSON with John Green (THE FAULT IN OUR
STARS), NICK & NORAH’S INFINITE PLAYLIST is
a sexy, funny roller coaster of a story that reminds you
how you can never be sure where the night will take
you…
A Dark Romance
Loved You First
Waiting for Nick
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Convincing Alex
A Sex, Love & Stiletto Novel

The Stanislaskis: an unforgettable family saga by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Nora Roberts The first time singlefather Spence Kimball set eyes on Natasha Stanislaski, he was
floored by her exotic beauty. But the former ballet dancer
turned toy shop owner had a fiery temperament that kept men
safely at bay. Sensing a hidden wound, Spence and his little
girl joined forces to find a way into her closely guarded heart.
For Spence realized he'd do anything to tame Natasha's
fears...and show her how to love.
The Stanislaski dynasty lives on as the next generation looks
for love! Waiting for Nick Frederica Kimball has had a crush on
Nicholas LeBeck since they were kids. Once a reckless
teenager, Nick has cleaned up his act and is now one of the
most sought-after composers on Broadway. So when Freddie
is offered the opportunity to work on a musical with Nick, she
wastes no time. She moves to New York City to be closer to
Nick…and to be independent for once. Freddie is tired of being
looked at like a helpless child and determined to prove she's
not a little girl anymore. If only Nick would see things that way,
too… Considering Kate Kate Stanislaski Kimball is ready for
change. After years in the spotlight, Kate retires from her job as
a prima ballerina and decides to open a dance studio in her
small hometown. She finally owns the historic building she
admired as a kid but needs help fixing it up—which comes in
the form of handsome contractor Brody O'Connell. Kate is
attracted to Brody the first time she sees him, though Brody
insists he's not interested. But no matter how professional
Brody tries to keep their relationship, there's no denying the
connection he feels with Kate.
Mikhail Stanislaski finds unexpected love with classy society
princess Sydney Hayward in a tale of mismatched lovers, while
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sexy detective Alex Stanislaski meets the woman of his
dreams, Bess McNee, when he mistakenly arrests her for
solicitation.
Jay Crownover’s New York Times and USA Today bestselling
Marked Men series continues with the much anticipated story
of southern charmer and certified criminal Asa Cross. Starting
over in Denver with a whole new circle of friends and family,
Asa Cross struggles with being the man he knows everyone
wants him to be and the man he knows he really is. A leopard
doesn’t it change its spots and Asa has always been a
predator. He doesn’t want to hurt those who love and rely on
him, especially one luscious arresting cop who suddenly seems
to be interested in him for far more than his penchant for
breaking the law. But letting go of old habits is hard, and it’s
easy to hit bottom when it’s the place you know best. Royal
Hastings is quickly learning what the bottom looks like after a
tragic situation at work threatens not only her career but her
partner’s life. As a woman who has only ever had a few real
friends she’s trying to muddle through her confusion and
devastation all alone. Except she can’t stop thinking about the
sexy southern bartender she locked up. Crushing on Asa is the
last thing she needs but his allure is too strong to resist. His
long criminal record can only hurt her already shaky career and
chasing after a guy who has no respect for the law or himself
can only end in heartbreak. A longtime criminal and a cop
together just seems so wrong . . . but for Asa and Royal, being
wrong together is the only right choice to make.
The Big Kahuna
Taking Meghan
Nora Roberts The Stanislaskis Series Books 4-6
The Doulas' (Honest) Guide for Expectant Parents
Taming Natasha/luring a Lady

Meet the O'Hurleys in these two classic
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stories about romance and family
secrets... The Last Honest Woman As the
widow of an infamous race car champion,
Abby O'Hurley is left with two sons and
lots of secrets. Cynical journalist and
biographer Dylan Crosby plans to
uncover everything Abby is hiding about
her former life, no matter what it
takes. Living with Abby to observe her
everyday life, Dylan is surprised to
find that she's not the entitled person
he expected her to be. She's a kind
woman and a loving mother, and though
she has no reason to protect her late
husband, there are certain truths she
won't give up--no matter how charming
Dylan is. But if Dylan is willing to
open up first, he just might get the
story he's looking for...and a
connection he wasn't expecting. Dance
to the Piper Maddy O'Hurley has been in
the spotlight since she was five years
old. Now she's a dancer on Broadway,
and her passionate performances have
made her a much-admired artist--and
have captured the interests of
recording mogul Reed Valentine. Reed's
always had careful control over his
emotions and he's never been interested
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in much past his business. But
something about Maddy intrigues Reed,
and Maddy can feel their connection,
too. The two agree to be friends, only
tempting the romantic tension between
them. Reed's wary of romance thanks to
his painful past, but can companionship
really be enough?
Don’t miss the exciting introduction to
the Stanislaski series from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Nora Roberts!
TAMING NATASHA Composer Spencer Kimball
and his young daughter are new to town.
It’s a small community, and in such
close quarters beauty is hard to
miss—and when he sets eyes on Natasha
Stanislaski, he’s thunderstruck by the
intensity of his attraction. The former
ballet dancer turned toy shop owner has
a fiery temperament that draws Spencer
like a moth to a flame. However, he
isn’t sure if Natasha would be
interested in a single father. Sensing
a hidden wound, Spencer and his little
girl join forces to find a way into
Natasha’s closely guarded heart. He’ll
do whatever it takes to tame Natasha’s
fears…and show her how to love.
Previously published. LURING A LADY
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Nothing in Sydney Hayward’s background
of wealth and privilege had prepared
her to take the helm of her
grandfather’s business. Her new
responsibilities leave no time for
complications. Sydney has learned the
hard way that she could never trust
anyone, but her tenant Mikhail
Stanislaski is hard to resist. Down-toearth, yet stubborn, he comes from a
world utterly different from her own.
She doesn’t have room in her life for
romance—but Mikhail seems to know
exactly how to win her over...one
smoldering kiss at a time. Previously
published.
In an desperate attempt to prove
herself to her editor, reporter Kelly
McKenna blackmails inventor Nick
O'Brien to take her along in his
experimental balloon to Mexico, and
sparks fly between them during their
journey.
Don’t miss the last three stories in
Nora Robert’s classic Stanislaskis
family saga. CONVINCING ALEX Daringly
bold soap-opera writer Bess McNee
figured the only way to understand a
character was to stand in her shoes.
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But when Alex Stanislaski arrests her
for soliciting, she has a change of
heart. She decides to follow the sexy
detective around to get “ideas” for her
show. Nick is absolutely perfect for
her research…and maybe for herself as
well. Now all she has to do is convince
him she’s right… WAITING FOR NICK
Frederica Kimball has three goals now
that she’s moved to New York City: find
her own place, become a Broadway
lyricist and get Nick LeBeck to fall
desperately in love with her. Though
Nick has always treated Freddie like a
little sister, he can’t help but notice
the gorgeous woman now standing in her
place. Perhaps everything he’s ever
wanted is closer than he could have
imagined… CONSIDERING KATE Dancer Kate
Stanislaski Kimball has come home to
make a fresh start. The only thing more
perfect than the
beautiful—dilapidated—building she’s
bought for her new dance school is
Brody O’Connell, the frustrating
contractor she’s hired for the
renovation. As a single father, Brody
is determined to resist Kate’s
effortless allure. But how long can a
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man hold out against his own heart?
Previously Published.
Falling for Rachel
The MacKade Brothers Collection
Nick & Norah's Infinite Playlist
Why Did No One Tell Me This?
Waiting For Nick & Considering Kate
The New York Times bestseller! FBI
Agent Kate O'Hare plays by the rules,
but con man Nicholas Fox makes them up
as he goes along. Ordered to work
together to tackle out-of-bounds cases
ordinary FBI agents can't touch, they
make a brilliant team, as long as the
simmering tension between them is kept
under control... Kate and Nick are
investigating the suspicious
disappearance of Silicon Valley
billionaire Richard Wylde. Known as the
Big Kahuna, he's famous for creating an
artificial intelligence software some
people might kill for. Kate thinks
those people might include Wylde's
model wife and his shady business
partner, who seem more interested in
gaining control of his company than in
finding the Kahuna himself. The only
lead is Wylde's drop-out son, who's
living the dream in Hawaii. To get
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close to him, Kate and Nick will have
to go undercover in the surfer
community. It looks like a dream
assignation - but things are about to
go badly wrong... Raves for Evanovich's
novels: 'Romantic and gripping' Good
Housekeeping 'Pithy, witty and fastpaced' The Sunday Times 'A laugh-outloud page-turner' Heat 'Among the great
joys of contemporary crime fiction' GQ
The Stanislaskis: an unforgettable
family saga by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nora Roberts Kate
Stanislaski Kimball had turned her back
on glamour and fame, and she'd come
home to begin a new life. The only
thing more perfect than the
beautiful—dilapidated—building she'd
bought for her new dance school was
Brody O'Connell, the frustrating and
surprisingly fascinating contractor
she'd hired for the renovation. But
Brody was determined to resist Kate's
effortless allure. She was Natasha
Stanislaski's pampered, perfect
daughter, after all. Still, every fiber
of his being longed to make her his....
Having a good relationship with money
is tough—whether you have millions in
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the bank or just a few bucks to your
name. Why? Because just like any other
relationship, your life with money has
its ups and downs, its twists and
turns, its breakups and makeups. And
just like other relationships, living
happily with money really comes down to
love—which is why love is the basis of
money maven Kate Northrup’s book. After
taking the Money Love Quiz to see where
on the spectrum your relationship with
money stands—somewhere between "on the
outs" and "it’s true love!"—Northrup
takes you on a rollicking ride to a
better understanding of yourself and
your money. Step-by-step exercises that
address both the emotional and
practical aspects of your financial
life help you figure out your personal
perceptions of money and wealth and how
to change them for the better. You’ll
learn about thought patterns that may
be holding you back from earning what
you’re worth or saving what you can.
You’ll learn how to chart your current
financial life and create a plan to get
you to where you want to be—whether
that’s earning enough to live in a
penthouse in Manhattan or a cabin in
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the Rockies. Using client stories and
her own saga of moving from $20,000 of
debt to complete financial freedom by
the age of 28, Northrup acts as a guide
in your quest for personal financial
freedom. She’ll teach you how to shift
your beliefs about money, create a
budget, spend in line with your values,
get out of debt, and so much more. In
short, she’ll teach you to love your
money, so you can love your life.
Story Brooks' fiancé just called off
their wedding two weeks before the
happy day. As if that isn't bad enough,
her semi-estranged father, an infamous
NYPD hostage negotiator, has suffered a
heart attack. Not wanting to examine
her lack of emotion over the broken
engagement, she hops on a plane to
reconnect with her father before it's
too late. Playboy hostage negotiator
Daniel Chase has never, not once, been
refused by a woman, so when a debate
over hospital snack foods with a
delectable kindergarten teacher ends in
flat-out rejection, he makes it his
mission to seduce her. His only
obstacle? She's the daughter of his
mentor who implicitly forbade Daniel
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from pursuing her. Despite her father's
warnings and Daniel's troubled past,
Daniel and Story can't resist their
intense attraction to one another. But
when the reason for her fiancé's abrupt
wedding cancellation comes to light,
can Story and Daniel's already
forbidden relationship survive? Each
book in the Line of Duty series is
STANDALONE: * Protecting What's His *
Officer Off Limits * Asking for Trouble
* Staking His Claim * Protecting What's
Theirs
Catch My Heart
Blood Heir
The Watch
Money, A Love Story
The Stanislaski Series Collection
Opposites attract in these two reader-favorite stories featuring
the Stanislaskis! Falling for Rachel For passionate lawyer
Rachel Stanislaski, work is her life. Assigned to watch over
teenage delinquent Nicholas LeBeck, the last thing Rachel
needs is Nick’s hotheaded stepbrother storming into her
courtroom. Zack Muldoon is protective and stubborn, but
whether he likes it or not, he needs Rachel’s help—both to
keep Nick out of trouble and to reconnect with his younger
brother. Rachel knows the importance of a family bond, but
she hasn’t considered what excitement—or complications—a
blossoming romance could add to their agreement. But Zack
and Rachel’s chemistry is hard to ignore, and the two could
be falling for each other faster than they realize. Convincing
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Alex Detective Alex Stanislaski thought he’d seen it all—until
he mistakenly arrests the bold soap opera writer Bess
McNee. Committed to understanding her characters, Bess
often looks for research opportunities to help her write the
best she can—and accidentally being arrested gives her the
best opportunity of all. She decides to follow the sexy
detective around to get ideas for her show, but Bess will soon
discover that Alex is not only perfect for research but maybe a
perfect match for herself, as well. Now all she has to do is
convince him she’s right…
Nora Roberts introduces the spirited, sexy Stanislaski sisters.
Raised in the old world traditions of their loving family,
tempestuous Natasha and cool, clever Rachel are now ready
for a new world.
THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR ‘The most
successful novelist on Planet Earth’ Washington Post
Fredericka Kimball has been waiting for years for Nicholas
LeBeck to fall in love with her in Waiting for Nick, and Kate
Stanislaski Kimball turns her back on fame and glamour to
build a new life as a dance teacher and finds herself falling for
Brady O'Connell, the rugged contractor she hires to renovate
her new dance school, in Considering Kate.
The Stanislaskis ( Books 1-6): Taming Natasha (Stanislaskis)
/ Luring a Lady (Stanislaskis) / Falling for Rachel
(Stanislaskis) / Convincing Alex (Stanislaskis) / Waiting for
Nick (Stanislaskis) / Considering Kate (Stanislaskis)
Untangle Your Financial Woes and Create the Life You Really
Want
The Bronzed Hawk
Waiting For Nick\Considering Kate
The Stanislaski Brothers
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts,
meet the MacKade brothers: charming, irresistible, and
rebellious, these reformed bad boys are ready for love! The
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Return of Rafe MacKade Ten years after disappearing from
Antietam, Maryland, the bad boy has come home. Cleaned
up, successful and still dangerously good-looking, Rafe
MacKade plans to open a bed-and-breakfast with the help of
antique shop owner Regan Bishop. Though independent
Regan claims to not want to get involved with a rebel, working
in such close quarters has her struggling to resist Rafe’s
charms. And even though she wants to keep their relationship
professional, Rafe is pretty sure that her reaction to their
sizzling kisses suggests otherwise… The Pride of Jared
MacKade Jared MacKade always fights for what’s right. As a
kid he was competitive, and that spirit has continued in his
career as an attorney. So when a challenge arrives in the form
of stubborn single mother Savannah Morningstar, Jared won’t
be deterred by her cool and defensive attitude—quite the
opposite. Jared is drawn in by the strong woman, and though
Savannah is prepared to keep her guard up, Jared knows
what he wants. Not only is he interested in Savannah, he’s
grown to love her son too. The former bad boy has always
longed for a family of his own, and now that he’s found the one
woman he wants to come home to, Jared is ready to shed his
pride and take a chance on love. The Heart of Devin
MacKade Since he was a young man, Devin MacKade has
always known his destiny was to become sheriff of his small
town, to serve and protect Antietam, Maryland. For a long
while he thought his future would also include Cassie
Connor—the woman he’s known, and certainly loved, forever.
But when Cassie married the wrong man, Devin did the
honorable thing and kept his feelings to himself. Twelve years
later, Cassie’s divorced and Devin can finally follow his heart.
The question is, can Cassie? The Fall of Shane MacKade
Shane MacKade is used to getting what he wants, especially
when it comes to women. So he’s surprised when the brilliant
Dr. Rebecca Knight consistently brushes off his advances.
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The PhD-toting academic is in town to conduct a research
experiment at the MacKades’ ancestral farm, and Shane can’t
help but be impressed by Rebecca’s wit and intelligence.
Though Rebecca insists she’s too busy to make any time for
romance, Shane can see that the MacKade charm is slowly
winning her over. Could this mean Antietam’s notorious
bachelor has finally met the one?
Don’t miss another exciting story in the beloved Stanislaski
series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts! Detective Alex Stanislaski thought he’d seen it
all—until he mistakenly arrests the daringly bold soap opera
writer Bess McNee for soliciting. Committed to understanding
her characters, Bess often looks for research opportunities to
help her write the best she can—and accidentally being
arrested gives her the best opportunity of all. She decides to
follow the sexy detective around to get “ideas” for her show,
but Bess will soon discover that Alex is not only perfect for
research, but maybe a perfect match for herself, as well. Now
all she has to do is convince him she’s right… Previously
published.
Full of honest advice and inclusive options, Why Did No One
Tell Me This? is the funny, personality-filled, illustrated guide
to pregnancy, birth, and beyond that modern parents have
been waiting for. Pregnancy and childbirth are full of big
questions -- what if my baby is enormous? Will my water
break naturally? What even goes into a 'birth plan'? How on
earth am I going to keep this child alive once it's here? And
where do I turn for advice that will really work for me and my
life? In Why Did No One Tell Me This? doulas and
reproductive health experts Natalia Hailes and Ash Spivak
answer these questions and more for today's wellnessfocused, intersectional parents-to-be. Drawing on years of
experience in their birth doula practice Brilliant Bodies, Natalia
and Ash guide readers through the entire process, from the
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earliest stages of pregnancy to the jungle of postpartum
feelings and responsibilities. Bite-sized pieces of advice are
interspersed with vibrant illustrations by artist Louise Reimer to
break down the doubts and fears that often surround
childbirth, empowering readers to explore their own individual
needs, know their rights, and find their voice both during and
after pregnancy. By addressing common fears, incorporating
regular tips for partners, and providing information on a wide
array of birth and parents styles, this unique and inclusive
guide is the perfect tool for a new generation of parents.
From No. 1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
comes two tales of resisting and succumbing to love... Taming
Natasha Broken promises, shattered dreams - the former
ballet dancer Natasha Stanislaski left youthful indiscretions far
behind when she settled in rural West Virginia. Her way with
children made her toy store a success; her fiery temperament
kept men safely at bay. The first time Spencer Kimball set
eyes on Natasha, he was floored by her exotic beauty.
Spence started to tame Natasha's fears and show her how to
love. But when he vowed to love her always, make her his
wife and the mother of his child, she bristled in terror. What
would it take to tame her fears? Luring a Lady Nothing in
Sydney Hayward's background of wealth and privilege had
prepared her to take the helm of her family's corporation. Her
new responsibilities leave no room for complications especially Mikhail Stanislaski, an earthy, disturbingly
masculine stranger who came from a world so different from
her own. This gifted man seems to have a rare talent for luring
a lady, even a very reluctant lady, into his arms...
The River's End
Double Take
Waiting For Nick/Considering Kate
The Last Werewolf
Waiting for Nick Considering Kate
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